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Technological Turf Wars: A Case Study of the Antivirus IndustryTemple University Press, 2008

	
		In Technological Turf Wars, Jessica Johnston analyzes the tensions and political dilemmas that coexist in the interrelationship among science, technology and society. Illustrating how computer security is as concerned with social relationships as it is with technology, Johnston provides an illuminating ethnography that...
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High-Throughput Image Reconstruction and Analysis (Bioinformatics & Biomedical Imaging)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Progress in biology is dependent on the ability to observe, measure, and model the behavior of organisms at multiple levels of abstraction, from the microscopic to the macroscopic. There has been a tremendous growth recently in the techniques to probe the structure and workings of cellular and organ-level mechanisms. Significant advances have...
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Google AdWords: Managing Your Advertising ProgramO'Reilly, 2011

	
	
		Since being selected as an AdWords Seminar Leader by Google in 2006, I’ve had the
	
		opportunity to teach thousands of businesses and organizations how to use AdWords,
	
		Google’s advertising platform. I believe in the product; if used appropriately, it offers
	
		vast online exposure for advertisers....
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Managing Technology-Based Projects: Tools, Techniques, People and Business ProcessesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN TECHNOLOGY-BASED FIRMS Used effectively, project management can increase a firm s market share, product quality, and customer satisfaction. Though technology-based companies place themselves at a competitive disadvantage if they neglect this strategic tool, many overlook project management s benefits...
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Beyond 401(k)s for Small Business OwnersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The ultimate reference on compensation for small business owners
Beyond 401(k)s for Small Business Owners presents strategies for reducing taxes, planning for your retirement, and rewarding high-performing employees. Expert advice from attorney and CPA Jean Sifleet will help small business owners maximize their own rewards and create an...
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LINQ in ActionManning Publications, 2008
LINQ, Language INtegrated Query, is a new extension to the Visual Basic and C# programming languages designed to simplify data queries and database interaction. It addreses O/R mapping issues by making query operations like SQL statements part of the programming language. It also offers built-in support for querying in-memory collections like...
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E-Commerce and V-BusinessButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
E-commerce and V-business examines the impact of the Internet and associated technologies on two related aspects of business: electronic commerce and virtual organization.  Using a combination of recent theory and empirical evidence it demonstrates how forward thinking organizations are reaping considerable advantages from exciting new business...
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Clean Code: A Handbook of Agile Software Craftsmanship (Robert C. Martin Series)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Even bad code can function. But if code isn’t clean, it can bring a development organization to its knees. Every year, countless hours and significant resources are lost because of poorly written code. But it doesn’t have to be that way.

	

	Noted software expert Robert C. Martin presents a revolutionary paradigm with...
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Handbook on Information Technology in Finance (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2008
This Handbook contains surveys of state-of-the-art concepts, systems, applications, best practices as well as contemporary research in the intersection between IT and finance. Included are recent trends and challenges, IT systems and architectures in finance, essential developments and case studies on management information systems, service...
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Anti-Social BehaviourOpen University Press, 2008

        From the Daily Mail's claim of Britain being named ‘Yob Capital of Europe’, to the headline in The Times of ‘Tearaway given ASBO at 10’, the subject of anti-social behaviour has been given a huge amount of political, social, media, public policy and academic interest in recent years.
    ...
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Facebook Marketing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Discover how to leverage the power of the Facebook community to achieve your business marketing goals


	Facebook boasts an extremely devoted user base, with more than 65 billion page visits per month. With Facebook, an organization can market and promote their brand, products, or services via the network's built-in...
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Forensic ScienceSalem Press, 2008

	This is a comprehensive reference source on the theory, techniques, and application of the various forensic sciences.The past decade has seen an explosion of interest in the application of scientific techniques to investigations of crime. Television audiences have developed a seemingly insatiable appetite for shows such as CSI: Crime Scene...
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